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"You aren't going anywhere!” The Southern Boss said maliciously.

He knew that Leon's Phantom Steps were formidable, but the Southern Boss himself was hardly slow either.

As Leon backed away, the Southern Boss hurried after him and sent a wave of powerful true energy toward Leon.

Though Leon dodged in time, he was one moment too late and took a blow to his chest.

"Baam!"

Following a gigantic noise, Leon's Mirror of Sovereign overloaded under the Southern Boss's attack, and Leon was instantly sent

flying.

He landed hard on the ground and puked blood from his mouth. Thankfully, the Mirror of Sovereign shielded off most of the

impact and he merely suffered mild internal injuries.

'Die, kid!" The Southern Boss launched another attack at Leon's head.

He knew that Leon had a defensive tool that seemed to be usable for unlimited times, which caught him by surprise.

However, nothing mattered before absolute power; As powerful as the defensive tool might be, it could not protect the head.

"Don't you dare!" Arthur snapped out of it and charged forward to stand before Leon to stop the Southern Boss.

He raised his arm and countered the Southern Boss's attack. Following a deafening sound, their attacks clashed.

The Southern Boss was slightly weaker and stumbled backward.

Enraged that Arthur stopped him from killing Leon, the Southern Boss gritted out, "damn it!"

"Mister Wolf, let me deal with the Southern Boss. Deal with old Hilton for me!" Arthur said with determination and leaped toward

the Southern Boss.

"Sure!" Leon white-knuckled through the pain in his chest, before swallowing two Circulation Pills, and Spirit Nurturing Pills to

recover his lost spiritual energy.

"It's your time to die! Earthly Plunder!" Leon leaped into action without hesitation, his energy forming into an invisible blade that

emerged from his finger. ’
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